
STRENGTHENING YOUR RELATIONSHIP:
An Attachment Approach through Emotion Focused Therapy

★ Assumptions:
○ Emotional communication in relationships influence patterns of interaction
○ When marriages fail, it is not increasing conflict that is the cause, but rather

decreasing affection and emotional responsiveness
○ Security is paramount
○ Emotional responsiveness is the key to success

★ Goals:
○ To expand and reorganize key emotional responses
○ To create a positive shift in interactional patterns
○ To foster the creation of a secure bond between partners

★ How to heal

1) Recognize the Demon Dialogues

When _______ (trigger), I do not feel safely connected to you. I tend to _______
(behavior/attachment strategy) to cope with difficult feelings in hopes that _______. When I do
that, you seem to ____________ (behavior/attachment strategy). The more I ______, the more
you ______, and we are both trapped in pain and isolation. Around and around we go.

*attachment strategies* = what we tend to do when we feel disconnected or unsafe.

Goal: View relationship distress as a co-created negative cycle fueled by attachment-related
distress that primes each of their attachment strategies.

2) Find and tend to your raw spots (triggers/cycle cues), access underlying emotions, fears,
longings and communicate from that place, instead of reactive emotions and defensive
strategies.

The emotional trigger for my sense of disconnection is when I see/hear/sense __________
(attachment cue). On the surface, I feel ________ (surface emotion), but deep down, I just feel
_________, and I start telling myself that ________ (negative appraisals about self, about the
relationship). What I really long for in these moments is ___________ (attachment longing), but
instead of showing you my hurt and asking you for what I need, I ___________ (attachment
strategy), which leads you to __________ (attachment strategy), which makes me feel _______
(emotion), so then I _______(attachment strategy) more, and you ________ (attachment
strategy) more, and our cycle takes over, and our bond is threatened.



Goal: view the cycle as the problem, see the impact you have on their partner, begin to exit
the cycle by tapping into, sharing, and empathically responding to deeper emotions,
co-create a basic emotional safety and security

3) Hold Me Tight And Create Lasting Change: What am I most afraid of? What do I need
most from you?

When all this pain comes for me, I can’t reach for you for _________ (attachment need), because
I am afraid _________ (deepest vulnerability, greatest attachment-related fear)
Now that I reached for you in my most vulnerable self despite my fear and you were there for
me, you proved my deepest fears wrong, I feel ______ (attachment need) and our bond is
stronger than ever

Goal: take the biggest risk: reach to each other, own and express deepest fears, to get
attachment needs met.

4) Forgiving Attachment Injuries
5) Bonding through Sex and Touch
6) Keeping Your Love Alive

■ Recap and reflect on danger points to figure out detours that lead you back
into connection

■ Celebrate positive moments big and small
■ Plan rituals to mark your bond
■ Help each other identify attachment issues in recurring differences and

decide together how to defuse to deliberately create emotional safety and
trust

■ Create a resilient relationship story
■ Create a future love story: what do you want your love to look like in 5

years, 10 years? How do you and your partner co-create and manifest this
vision?
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Resources
- Hold Me Tight: Seven Conversations for a Lifetime of Love - Sue Johnson
- http://www.holdmetightweekends.com/
- igroedel@jfcsatl.org

http://www.holdmetightweekends.com/

